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Abstract 

The prospects for competitive economic development, both national and regional, are 

determined by the sustainability and adaptability to the transformations of institutional 

(fundamental) and conjunctural level. The most important category and mechanism of 

integration of economic systems into the process of ongoing systemic transformation is the 

degree of receptivity of territories to this kind of transformation, based mainly on the 

effectiveness of the processes of scientific and technological development (STD). This is due 

to the fact that it is the research potential and scientific connectedness of the economic and 

scientific-technological environment that are the main catalysts for the integration of the 

economy into the global agenda, and, therefore, the most important key to successful 

development in terms of inclusion into the current and future technological environment. 

This paper is devoted to understanding and substantiating that position. Through 

a review and systematization of the great challenges generated in the sixth technological 

mode, it presents the author's position on the need to prioritize scientific and 

technological development as a key mechanism of economic growth in the modern 

knowledge economy. 

Key words: science and technology development, scientific connectivity, big challenges, 

sustainability of development, sixth technological mode, global competitiveness.  

Introduction 

It is important to note that the definition of strategic directions of scientific and 

technological development at both the meso- and macrolevel should be determined, first of all, 

by fundamental factors that reveal the features of the formation of innovation and 

modernization waves that set the impetus for innovation development. Thus, according to N. 

Kondratiev's theory of long-term cycles [1] and J. Schumpeter's theory [2], innovation and the 

technological solutions and products they generate are the key triggers of technological stage 
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change. In this regard, the understanding and identification of productive factors corresponding 

to a particular technological stage determines not only the current understanding of the features 

of socio-economic development, but also expands the framework of the strategic vision of 

future transformations. Not only the sustainability of regional or national economies depends 

on how well they adapt to them, but also their global competitiveness on the scale of the new 

technological agenda. 

In view of the above, the identification of such progressive productive factors and the 

search for mechanisms to integrate socio-economic systems into a new development paradigm 

within the ongoing phase shift of the long-term cycle become an extremely important task.  

Based on the outlined concept of research into the directions and tools for stimulating 

scientific and technological development of territories in accordance with the ongoing 

fundamental transformations of technological environment, it is important to understand what 

forces and factors will determine our future, how socio-economic systems are adapted to the 

future transformations, to what extent they can integrate into new, emerging growth "points" 

from the position of adaptability of their infrastructure capacity, quality formation, and the 

development of the economy. In other words, it is extremely important to understand the 

essence of current and future technological patterns which will determine the parameters and 

framework of competitive development of territorial systems at both macro- and meso-levels. 

Methods 

The methodological basis for the study to reveal the specifics of the impact of scientific 

and technological potential of the socio-economic system on its global competitiveness is the 

study of the essence of macroeconomic generation and the factors that set the momentum for 

economic growth in conditions of technological shifts. In this regard, it is extremely important 

to understand the essence of these evolutionary processes that form the basis for future socio-

economic development in the new, transforming conditions.  

Each new macrogeneration is based on a cluster of innovations that conquer the market 

by offering new products, technologies and forms of production organization [3]. The 

aggregates of such macrogenerations form technological modes. Currently, there are six 

technological stages replacing each other during the period from 1760 to 2020. 

It should be noted that macrogenerations can move from early technological modes to 

subsequent ones, thus forming the backbone structures of socio-economic development, in fact, 

setting the general vector of technological and economic progress. The longer such structures 

turn out to be, the more influence they have on what will be included as the technological basis 

of the subsequent technological mode, and what will be considered inappropriate for further 

development [4].  

In accordance with the generally accepted approach, the category "technological mode" 

is "holistic production and technological systems that include technological processes of the 

corresponding type of economic activity, sectoral orientation, as well as elements and 

subsystems of various integrated (combined) into inter-industry clusters of complexes". [5]. 

In economic theory, a technological mode is usually understood as "a set of basic sets 

of technologically related productions" [6]. The technological mode itself "...is formed within 

the economic system, covering all stages of resource processing and the corresponding type of 
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non-productive consumption, forming a macroeconomic reproduction loop, a self-reproducing 

integrity...". [7].  

If we consider the genesis of technological modes and corresponding productive factors 

("basic technologies dominating in various periods of industrial and post-industrial 

development" [8]), which set impulses for intensive and competitive development of economic 

systems, we can identify six technological modes of society development [9, 10] (Figure 1). 

All of them are a reflection of organizational, managerial and scientific-technological 

development  

It is important to note that these chronological frameworks are very tentative and are 

formed on the basis of N. Kondratiev's theory of long waves and their life cycle. According to 

the theory of long-term economic cycles, the change of phase shifts and transition of one cycle 

to another are based on scientific and production transformations formed within the framework 

of the change of technological modes. For example, at the fourth technological stage, the 

dominant production technologies were nuclear power, the invention and production of internal 

combustion engines, etc. The fifth cycle was based on the development of electronics, digital 

technologies, Internet, etc. The sixth technological cycle is based on super-digital technological 

solutions, high-precision medicine, nanotechnology, digital platforms combining a wide range 

of regional, national and global actors, etc. At the same time, agreeing with the position of S.Y. 

Glazyev [7], in the knowledge-based economy, the evolution of long waves can take place 

significantly outside the paradigm of the theory of long-term cycles, the main driver of which 

were innovation impulses and related new technologies transforming the so-called 

technological systems and organizational and production processes. This is primarily due to a 

noticeable reduction in the time frame in the chain "invention-mass production" [11, 12]. In 

addition, the correction of the "framework" of long waves is due to the violation of the 

periodicity of economic cycles of short- and medium-term periods, including due to the so-

called shock impulses caused by conjunctural shifts in the system of international economic 

relations (for example, the sanctions confrontation, which violates the logic and natural course 

of the phase cyclical shifts in the economy). 

Results and discussion 

The most important factor, along with those presented above, influencing the correction 

of long waves in post-industrial economy is also the correction of "integrating systems". At the 

same time, its key element is "scientific connectedness", which should be understood as 

strategic schemes and innovation points of economic growth in the post-industrial environment 

based on the integration of economic and scientific and technological environment, which 

forms various models of scientific and technological development, defining the "core" of the 

technological mode. "Scientific connectedness" arises as a result of intensively generated 

scientific results, new developments in various spheres of social and economic life under the 

pressure of actively progressing technological solutions and knowledge. At the same time, 

"islands of new technologies and developments" can be actively generated in different spheres 

and may not be connected at certain points in time. However, under the pressure of the 

"scientific connectedness" effect, these islets are united by connections forming a new system 

and principles of economic development that are more progressive and set new impulses for 

scientific and technological development and organization of production cycles. 
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Figure 1 - Evolution of technological patterns and integrating productive technologies

First

•1760-1830

•Production of steam engines, production development of the textile and weaving industry

Second

•1830-1880

•Extensive development of machine tool construction, mechanical engineering, steam locomotive building, steam ship building, and steam-power engineering. 
Development of the mining and metallurgical industries, development of railways

Third

•1880-1930

•Development of electricity, chemical technology; mass development of medical drug production; intensification of technology in the field of military-technical 
products; mass development of production in the automotive industry; development of telephone and telegraph communication and networks; urbanisation of cities and 
comparable areas in urban transport, power grids, gas supply, water supply networks, etc.

Fourth

•1930-1980

•Development of internal combustion engines, engine construction (for aviation, military equipment); rocket production; development of the chemical industry for the
needs of the military industrial complex; development of atomic and hydrogen energy; development of the oil and gas chemical complex, oil refining; formation and
development of telephone and television communication; analogue computers.

Fifith

•1980-2020-2030

•Digital technologies (digital television, micro- and nanoelectronics), software; creation and development of the Internet; development of military-space technologies;
creation and development of modern construction materials; formation of a sustainable development paradigm for territories based on a balance of institutional,
economic and social interests; energy saving; deep processing of hydrocarbon raw materials; development of precision medicine and medicines; flexible production
systems, human capital development

Sixth

•2020-2030 - 2050

•Design and creation of new materials and related nanoscale technologies; nanoelectronics; ultrafast digital technologies; artificial intelligence and robotics; big data
processing; global smart spaces; high-precision technologies in medicine; bionanotechnology; teleportation technologies; the concept of sustainable development of
territories; decarbonisation of economy; clean ("green") energy; the concept of continuous education and human capital growth, knowledge economy; development of
flexible management systems and production organisation
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As a result, the speed of development of economic systems and their structural 

transformations increases manifold relative to the industrial scheme of development, where the 

main element of the "integrating system" is the organizational elements of building production 

chains and cycles. In addition, there is every reason to believe that in the type of economic relations 

under consideration, the most important characteristic of the core of the technological pattern is 

sectoral spheres [13, 14]. At the same time, within the framework of post-industrial development 

(the fifth and sixth technological modes), the key elements of technological modes are not 

industries, not the reproductive circuit, but the "scientific-production", defined by scientific 

connectivity, the resulting generation of innovation, innovation niches, technologies and means of 

solving technological problems (for example, based on the use of artificial intelligence), new 

technologies, etc. 

Thus, in post-industrial society, which is characterized by knowledge economy, the key 

growth driver is "scientific connectivity", which generates new forms of interaction and progress, 

"crystallization" of innovation chains and new niches of value added creation, which largely 

accelerates social and economic growth and thereby corrects the evolution of long waves. 

Russia, like developed countries, is on the crest of the sixth technological mode, and the 

success of economic and competitive development of the country and its regions will be largely 

determined by integration of the structural components of the mode into the system of social and 

economic relations, principles of state and corporate governance and regulation of social relations 

at the interregional and international level. At the same time, the key components of productive 

factors of the new, sixth technological mode, which is actively developing in the world, should 

include: 

- Ultrafast digital communications; 

- Global information and intelligence networks; 

- Development of military-space technologies; 

- New structural, synthetic materials; 

- Creation of innovative technologies on nano- and microlevel; 

- Medical high-precision technologies; 

- Creation of clean energy technologies; 

- New educational digital technologies; 

- Flexible manufacturing systems, robotics; 

- Artificial Intelligence; 

- Modern management technologies; 

etc. [15] 

It is important to emphasize that the level of scientific potential that enables the creation 

and replication of promising technological solutions will largely determine the prospects of 

adaptation of RF subjects to basic technological shifts and form windows of opportunity within 

the emerging challenges on the scale of global and national socio-economic systems. 

The key role in this matter should be played by fundamental science, which provides new 

knowledge and relies on its own logic and development potential. Support of fundamental science 

as a backbone institution for sustainable and competitive growth of the economy and social sphere 

is a priority task for all constituent entities of the Russian Federation (Figure 2)). 
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Figure 2 - Scientific connectivity of the socio-economic environment of a region as a tool to ensure its competitive development in the new 

technological environment 

 

Fundamental factors determining technological change and the STR Conjunctural (non-systemic) determinants of technological change and STR 

- Climate change; 

- Demographic development; 

- Depletion of hydrocarbon reserves ('green economy'); 

- New models of open innovation; 

- Digital Progress; 

- Development of cognitive capacity and physical capabilities of the individual; 

- Unsustainable development of megacities; 

- Transformation of the 'classical' education system; 

etc. 

- Pandemics; 

- Sanctions pressure; 

- Concentration of modern innovation centres and production technologies, 

including renewable resource technologies, in a limited group of countries; 

- Decarbonisation; 

- Military and political threats; 

- Increasing technological risks in the sphere of food security and Russia's 

independence from supplies from foreign countries; 

etc. 

Correction of regional "integrating systems", the most important element of which is "scientific connectivity", which predetermines the integration of the economic and scientific-

technological environment 

New STR models 

Formation of a technological "core" and adaptation of regional socio-economic systems to 

technological and structural shifts 

Degree of sustainability and competitiveness of regional development 
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Summary 

Based on the implemented approach, it should be noted that it is necessary to intensify 

the processes of building up the Russian Federation's scientific and technological potential in 

the conditions of the sixth technological mode, which is gaining momentum. The low level of 

funding for science in the Russian Federation results in very modest, relative to developed 

countries, indicators of such important indicators of STR efficiency as publication activity, 

weak innovation activity of the real sector of the economy, rhythmic reduction in the number 

of personnel engaged in research and development, and insufficient level of innovation activity. 

These trends significantly limit the potential of socio-economic development and, 

in the medium and long term, form the risks of intensive development of the state [16]. 

This is due not only to the possible technological lagging behind the processes taking place 

in the global economy in the transition to the sixth technological mode, but also to the 

resulting limitations in the structural transformation of the national economy in the context 

of exhausting the opportunities of the extractive (focused on the export of hydrocarbon raw 

materials, mainly low technological redistribution) model of economic growth. In addition, 

increasing dependence on technology, imported materials and components in the most 

important sectors and areas of the economy (especially in the context of sanctions 

restrictions) in the context of technological backwardness generates risks of a "peripheral" 

model of socio-economic development amid the emergence of a limited group of leading 

countries that possess new production technologies and are oriented towards the use of 

renewable resources. 

Conclusions or Discussion and Implication 

In order to ensure a competitive development trajectory on the global stage and to face 

significant challenges, it is necessary to significantly increase spending on strengthening and 

building up the existing potential of the Russian scientific and technological complex. 

Otherwise, there are significant risks of encountering an unfavorable scenario in the R&D 

sector: a drop in the quality of education, an accelerating 'brain drain', an outflow of highly 

qualified specialists and talented scientists. This scenario is clearly not conducive to economic 

growth, let alone strengthening the economic potential of the country and its international 

competitiveness in a changing technological paradigm. 
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